The DCS agent charged with abusing his power and violating the rights of a Tucson woman,
exchanging sex for potential services of returning her children, is just the tip of the iceberg. The
big scandal is the fact that nearly half the 20,000 kids in DCS custody probably should never
have been captured in the first place and are used in a massive foster care/bogus
therapy/drugging racket that is costing taxpayers tens of millions of dollars over and above
what DCS operating costs should be, involving private contractors who claim to be "non-profit"
agencies (but aren't). Lots of federal dollars wasted and federal rules ignored. Kids who should
be put up for adoption are held hostage because there's more of a revenue stream in the foster
care racket, with kids moved several times a year and "flipped" as they reach the federal limit
of 18 months, so they can start again. Kids advertised on websites (sometimes for years) as
adoptable, but actually used as bait to lure people in to be converted from potential adoptive
parents into foster parents. I was one of those lured in and, when I objected and reported the
fraud to the state, I was obstructed by the private agency locally (the tail that wags the dog),
despite the fact I am fully vetted and certified to adopt. They only wanted me for foster care
and didn't want me to adopt the child they had advertised available for adoption for several
years. Many people earn their entire living running foster care farms out of their homes and
complaints of abuse are hushed up by DCS agents conspiring with the private agencies.
Nobody in authority wants to investigate and DCS hides behind "privacy" laws to prevent
people from learning the exact numbers. Employees who are sick of the corruption quit (a 50%
turnover rate) and fear being retaliated against or black balled in the industry. It is an industry.
A Senate investigating committee is currently investigating MENTOR, one of the largest kids for
dollars organizations and other investigations in other states are going on. Many of the
corporations involved in this racket are interstate operations, often working under numerous
names. There are more people in Tucson earning a living off these kids in one way or another
than there are kids. I wrote a letter to the Attorney General over a month ago, asking for a
RICO investigation, but got no reply. This is BIG.
If you go on Facebook you will see hundreds or even thousands of references to the corruption
and Arizona is at the top of the list. The Foundation for Child Victims of the Family Courts just
began an investigation in Tucson and joined me in a 2 hour podcast last Sunday and will have a
follow-up 2 hour program again this Sunday. Dr. Jill Jones-Soderman, of FCVFC has a great deal
of information, but nobody locally will even talk to her and DCS has refused to talk with her
when she has offered to assist them in cleaning up the mess. We have to assume there's too
much revenue flowing to cronies in the private sector. With the largest local "non-profit"
agency affiliated with an organization known to be the largest pedophile ring in the world, DCS
just announced they are seeking more "faith based partners" to run foster care operations,
basically violating federal laws dealing with separation of church and state. Arizona is almost a
theocracy and this DCS operation is an extension of that.
I recommend you contact Dr. Jones-Soderman and others she will recommend to find out
where all this tax money is going. You may end up partnering with other local stations across
the nation. This is BIG.
Richard Manuel

